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Student Affairs VP Morales resigns
Plans to continue
education for Ph.D.

Vice president Morales. [Photo by Robe;t Trahan]

by Robert J. Kosinski
Jose Morales, vice-president
for Student Affairs, handed in
his resignation from that
position a week ago so that h,e
could resume his studies
toward a doctoral degree. The
resignation . becomes effective
on June 1.
Morales will remain in
association with Northeastern
as a faculty member in the
Human Services Program
while continuing his own
education under, a fellowship
grant, reportedly totalling
$23,000 from the Taylor Insti- •

Meeting doesn't resolve
Little Theatre questions
by•Robert L. Trahan Jr.
In a move .to prQduce
. information and probably
prove sympathy for the Department of Speech and Performing Arts, a meeting was
called on Monday, Jan. 24 in
room C305, to inform them as
to where they stood with
regards to the reconstruction

of the Little Theater. Among
those present were Dr. William
Lienemann, vice president of
Administrative Affairs; Randolf Hudson, dean of .t he
College of Arts and Sciences;
Mel Skvarla, of Campus
-Planning; Dr. .Jim Barushok,
chairman of the Department of
speech and Performing Arts;

Payette next
se1!1ate preside~t
Jim Payette has been elected as the next Student Senate
president in the Student
Senate Officer elections held
on January 25 and 26 at the
main campus · and the four
off-campu1' centers. Other winners were Brent Leatherman,
Vice-president; Robert J. Kosinski, Treasurer; and Judy
Macior, Secretary. All except
Kosinski are currently officers
in the Student Senate. They
will assume their new positions
on March 1.
The v_ote tallies on the
candidates, were:
President:
Jim Payette, Yes 375;
No 126
Vice-president:

Brent Leatherman, . 283
Jack Welt, 225
Treasurer:
Robert J. Kosinski , Yes 281;
No 115
Secretary:
Judy Macior, Yes 421;
No 85.
438 ballots were cast at the
main campus while voting at
the centers was relatively light
with Wt)stside coming through
with 71 ballots, El Centro with
1~ the Center for _Inner City
Stµdies with 11 and Uptown
with 2. Seventeen ballots were
declared invalid.
The Student Senate will
conduct an election for twelve
positions on that body in the
third week in February. Every
student is elligible to run.

and Durward Redd: director of
theater.
Lienemann first passed out a
letter from • Pres. Ronald
Williams, and addressed to
Mr. Donald S. Glickm a n,
Executive Director of the
Capital Development Board,
showing that the Little Theater project was just the tip of ·
the iceberg. The letter mentioned seven other proje~ts
delayed by the Capital Development Board (CDB). The
matter discussed was the
Little Theatre Project (CDB
Project # 817-010-008). l.t was
said that · very favorable bids
were received on this project.
In fact the low general
contractor was $46,000 lower
than the second contractor. the
architects for the project,
Meister and Volpe Inc. contacted the contractor who said
he could do the project in
accordance with the specifica. tions and plans and would
accept · the project if aviwrded.
he even agreed to hold firm on
his price, at CDB's request,
after the original sixty days
following the bid opening had
expired. The contractor stated
his price would be good until
January 1, 1977.
On December 21 , 1976, the
university was informed that
(cont'd on page 3)

tute of Chicago.
Mixed emotions surrounded
the resignation announcement
from those who dealt with him
most, students and the Student Services staff.
Many students, particularly
Senate Treasurer Jim Payette,
were impressed with his . unshakable belief in strong
student gover:nance. Many
Student Services people, however, saw him as inflexible in
his thoughts on the operation
of their programs and services.
The road was . not an easy
one for Morales, who came to
Northeastern from a position
of dean at the Purdue-Calumet
Co_mmunity College after being
named the top choice among
hundred others by the Search
- and Screen Committee in april
of 1975.
Within weeks of his appointment, Morales and then-presiden t James Mullen were
besieged by charges that they
and Sociology Professor Samuel Betances had conspired for
Morales ' approval so that he
could help to "cool down" a
very difficult situation involving latino groups on campus.
Morales said outright that if
he thought that his position at
Northeastern was to be "Vicepresi d ent for Puerto Rican
Affairs" rather than V.P. for
Student Affairs and if he had
been appointed in such a way

a

as to do -harm ·to any specific
student groups than he would
feel that his office was not _
being used in the sense that it
was intended and he would
voluntarily resign. He added
though that he strongly believed in his new role at
Northeastern and would leave
the' decisions on the status of
any organizations up to ~tudent Government.
It was just one month later
that Morales was c,alled upon
to make -a definitive statement
abo u t the administration's
control over student fees. In a
series of meetings, Morales
explained that the - Senate's
role in the allocation of student
fees was to make recommendations to the president of the
university which would have
to be approved and could be
· reversed by the president of
the . university through the
Vice-president for Student Affairs. Though, at the time, the
senate was unahppy with the
reality, no senaJ;e decision on
the allocation of student. fees
has been overturned under
Morales.
It may take quite a while
before a Search and Screen
process for the next Vice-president gets under way. In the ·
l'I}eantime, President Williams
will have to make an interim
appointment to take over the
duties after June 1.

HomecOming
tonight!
UNI vs. Lewis
Basketball
game, 7:30 p.m.
and Dance after the game!
.
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PRINT

Dear Editor :
I refer to Ronald Weslow's
The Ot her Side.
1. I dQn 't t hink t he print has
ever had a column devoted to
" liberalism-socialism, or mere
rant ing (and u sually both of
necessity .")
2. " Rant ing can be done in
pedantic style ;
3 . A. n ewspaper s hould
presen t i ts ma t erial with
clarity and brevity avoiding
sentences such as " As we shall

28, Jan., 1977

see in later columns , the notion
rests on several half:truths and
false assumptions, but more to
the point is t he idea of an
image at best undeserved and
at worst deliberately miscast
fo r furt hering of the vest ed
and self- right eim s self-intere
interest of pseudo-humanit arians heralding collectivism. "
Whom is h e trying to
impress?
Sincerely,
Flo Levy

CBS News Anchorman Bill Kurtis honored Northeastern with a visit .on Wednesday, January
19,- at 7: 30 P.M. in Lecture Hall 102 of the Science Building. Mr. _Kurtis led an hour-long
question-and-answer session for a Radio and Film class, video-taped by the CBS Mini-Cam for
use in fl WBBM television commercial . The event, sponsored by Doctor Robert Walker- of the
SJ?~!-!cJl a,1d Performing Arts Department, was open to all PNI students. [Photo by Dolora
'Jun
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Astrology an insight into life situations?

Astmlogist Marcella Ruble-~k

PRINT, the official campus newspaper serving North' ep~tern Illinois University, 5500 ~- _-Elt . .Lo,ui~ _Ay e. ,._
"Chicago, Ill ., 60625 , is published~each F riday during the
regular academic year.
DEADLINE for. submitting material is Tuesday 12 :00
noon for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be
typed. Late copy or material that does not conform in the
standards set forth under PRINT publication policy, at
their discretion , any lett ers to the editor, announcements,
articles , classifieds , photos, ads, or othei;, submitted
material for publication. · ·
PRINT editors have sole autbority governing all
material submitted for publicat ion. The editors of PRINT
reserve the right to edit copy . E diting implies that editors
need not accept all submitted material for publication.
Good journalistic standards shall be maint ained.Students are encouraged to submit EETTE RS TO THE
EDITOR. Letters should not exceed two (2) typewritten
pages. Unsig ned letters will not be published, but nall?es
will be wit hheld upon request. Obsenitites a re discouraged.
ANNOUNCEMENTS will b e accep t ed from any
student, facul ty, administrator, department, or organization affiliated wit h t he .university. Announcements should
not exceed ½ page typewritten and will be published on a
space-available basis.
CLASSIFIEDS are free to all students and affiliat es of
the university. Classifieds shoulq bEd imited to 50 typed
words. Classifieds will be ,published on a space-available
basis. All Classifieds will remain confidential.
PHOTOS s u b mi tted for pu b lica t ion becom e the
property of PRINT. P hotos will be returned upon request '
but will not be held for more than one week. Photos
should include a informative caption ((;i lines max.) typed
on a separate sheet and attached.
PAID ADS will b e p ublished according to the .
agreement the Business Manager and client. No ads will
be t aken over the telephone.
THE PRINT OFFICE is located in E-049, just ou tside
t he Cafeteria on the lower level of the S tudent Union
Building. The office is normally open from 9 :00 a. m. to
6 :00 p .m,. Monday through Friday.
·
THE OFFICE TELEPHONE number is 583-4050 ,
extension 508 or 509. After 9:00 p.m., the direct " night
line" is 583-4065.

studen t under t he tutelage of
If you 've ever been a "star
Maggie G li ss endorf. Since
gazer" , or have ever wondered
t h en s h e ha s wri tten a
what astrology is all about,
self-teaching
astrology guide,·
yo u will want tb a ttend
Marcella Ruble Rook 's lecture appeared . on radio and television interview programs , and
" Ast rology : A Cosmic Science
instructed both groups and
for S elf-Understanding " a t
individuals in t he meaning and
Nor t hea stern this Tues day,
February 1 at 1:00 PM. " We use of astrology. Marcella also
maintains -a priva te astrologiwill explore," Ms. Rook says,
" how 'the planets, signs, and cal cou nsell ing practice in
houses of your ho~Scope can Evanston,
In her lecture at Northeasilluminate your undrestanding
oflife' s ·s·ituaticins a'nd ·serve as ·
a valuable t ool for character
analysis and effective decisionmaking.''
Marcella Ruble Rook began
-~tudying astrology a\ a college

tern Marcella will 'introduce
her audience not only to t he
concepts behind astrology but
to t he many ways of employing astrology's tools in daily
living.
P receding her lecture Marc;ella will be a v ailable for
individual astrology readings -,
from 10:30 A .M. to 12 P.M.;
and following her · lecture from
2 :00 to 3:30 P .M.

THE STAFF

PRINT is t he campus newspaper for Northeastern Illinois
University. P ublis hed weekly, t his paper is paid for by stude nt
fees and largely the work of Northeastern Stujjents. Materials
published herein are not to be confused wit h views expr essed by
the Univer sity administration. PRINT is located in E-049.
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Part Time

Taxi Driver
American lm1ted Cab
Association Rental cab
available on Sat.' and
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for Carl or Marty. Apply '
6,801 North Wes.tern at
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• Cocktails & Appetizers ·
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• Dlnner-5:00 p. m. t o 9:0 0 p.m.

.Stuff Envelopes

:
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:
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Immediate Earning~
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A.
310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 02110
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Food Served From the For Ea st

5854 N. LINCOLN

. 334-5252
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MAGIC
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Senate 'burns' over
travel dispute
by Robert J. Kosinski
With tens e and heated
discussion, the Student Senate
of Northeastern attempted to
conduct regular business at its
meeting of January 24.
The mailstrom began with
the reading of a letter from
Judy Wagner, president of the
Earth Science Club. Wagner's
letter indicated her displeasure
with the decision to follow
state policy regarding the use
of the senate-owned vehicles
for trips.
The policy allows for one
person to travel no more than
300 miles one-way for up to
two days, or for two or more
people' to travel a one-way
distance of 500 for a total trip
duration of up to three days.
The reason for the strict
adherance to policy at this
time was due to a huge
expenditure for the repair of
two vans which totaled close
to $1000 and cut painfully

deep into t he Student Auto
Maintenance Fund. The vans
broke down on the way back
from a trip to Florida made
jointly by three clubs over the
break.
In her letter, Wagner suggests that trips exceeding the
distance and duration that
policy allows are " vital " to
some groups such as her's. The
tone of the letter and the
discussion of the senate which
followed, angered Senate
Treasurer Jim Payette because
he felt that no one was able to
grasp the real problem, namely, the financial situation.
Discussion on the matter will
continue at the next senate
meeting on February 7.
In other action, the senate
refused to support a request
by the Commuter Center
Activites Board to President
Ron Williams to keep the
university open for two additional hours, until 2 am, for

Senate Officers [from left] Jim Payette, Judy Mador and Brent Leatherman follow along as
Wagner letter is read. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]

tonight's Homecoming Dance.
Most of the senators felt that
the costs involved would be
too much for the students who
would be participating at those
hours . The dance will begin
approximately at 9:3!) pm
(after the basketball game)
and end at midnight.

commentary

Musical administrators

Little Theatre
(cont'd from page I)
this project would have to be
rebid on February 10, 1977. · It
appears unlikely that the low
contractor will submit the
same price, now that he knows
what his competition is thinking. This could cause a
construction cost increase of
$56,000. The architectural firm
must be compensated for
preparing bid documents again, with this money coming
from the total project cost and
eating into the construction
budget available.,

The electrical contractor
"Never swap horses while Affairs V;.P . Bill Lienemann
his job, he got a lot of grief,
price
will be . higher, due to
crossing a stream."
worked out his problems and
was president for a while but
projected
wage and material
Old American Proverb
he at .leas t .tri ed to work out all
he got knocked off t he throne
cost escalations. The project
by Robert J. Kosinski
quickly by Ron Williams and
of our problems. -On June ),
I was very saddened to hear is now looking for another
M_orales ,is goi~g out to sea.r ch _ may have to be substantially
that Jose Morales had resign·, throne to sit on. Sandy
for that pot o' gold that all the altered in scope to stay within
ed as Vice-president for Stu- Faloona and Howard Featherothers have been looking for, the budget. If the earliest
dent Affairs. He was never a ston sort of co-adminsitrated
for so long. And we i,ure hope possible starting date of April
is :not met, the ·o ccupancy of
real big friend of mine and I for Lienemann while he was on
he finds it.
really didn't regard myself as top. And Ann Smith is still
Now this is the sad part. the rerilodelled· Little -Theater
a particularly notable fan of Acting Academic V.P. She
Some,body's gonna have to for Septemeber, 1977 is doubthis. (Certainly I thought he didn 't submit her name to the
take his place and the ful , and this could cause
was doing a good job but I Search and screen Committe,
prospects around UNI look serious departmental program
and space problems.
also thought, in the long run, though, and Yul' really can't
pretty slim and often grim.
Lienemann said that he
Jose Morales was always too blame her. She's been "acting"
President Williams. You are
smart to do the students that in that position for so long she
still a relative newcomer to shares all the frustrations of
much good.)
should be due for her " acting"
Northeaster , so before you everyone in this matter. ConBut Morales resigned. he pension.
make a big mistake with your struction should start as soon
didn't resign because he got
I'll come to the sad · 'part
selection ~
>f a Student Affairs as possible so classes can.
Skvarla said that a preconpushed out like what Ex-presi- pretty soon. Whle all these
V.P., I suggest you consult the
struction
meeting is set for
dent James "You handle the other people did all t heir
Student Senate on their preferFebruary
1
at 11 a .m. So ~ar
meeting bill ' cause I got shuffling around, Jose Morales
ences. It seems to me to be the
all
previous
bidders
have tak~n
tickets to the opera tonight" had no place to go. He just did
only responsible thing to do.
out documents again.
Mullen did to Former Vice·
president for Academic Affairs
Lienemann went on to say
John Major. He didn't resign
that they may not be able to
because he got kicked out like
help if they are over cost now,
the Board of Governors did to
and Skvarla added the departMullen. And certainly he
m.e nt must now try to make
didn ' t resign because he
the most of the money they
thought he was getting too old
have if the cost is now over
for the job, although any job
what was originally allocated.
at Northeastern tends to have
Barushok said that his
that effect on people.
department is continuing to
No, Morales has gotte.n into
lose students and many are
the unique, but certainly not
who have vocational interestes
unbelievable position _of being.
in Speech and Performing Arts
able to say, " Hey, turkeys: ']
are ·transfering out of UNI.
resign from this great job,
After the meeting , Print
because I 've found something
spoke with Barushok, Redd,
a hell of a lot better to do."
and also Dean Hudson on
Isn 't that great!
what they thought of the
I didn 't get to the real sad
meeting. Redd said that as far
part yet. You know at one time
as the situation was concerned,
Morales was the only memeber
he felt nothing more than a
of what I call "the big four"
letter was accomplished. They
(president and vice presidents
still had no assurances of
of Administrative Affairs, Acaction. He did, however, feel
ademic Affairs, and Student
that the university was sincere
Vice-president Lienemann tries to explain the saga of the Little
Affairs) who was not "Acting" Theatre · construction to those gathered . [Photo by Robert
in their concerns, and they
in his position. Administrative Trahan]
wanted to let them know what

had been done so far. The
university does not want the
project to go on forever, either,
but we are. all at the mercy of
Springfield.
Barushok said that he_really
had no reactions to the
meeting, but it was made
much more evident that the
snafu was not on campus.
Hudson said that many
serious students of Drama
have been lost. Every delay
costs much more money to the
taxpayers ~nd' he, just as
everyone "else, felf a feeling of
constant frustrations.
In an earlier letter to Dr.
Lienemann, Redd summed up
what some of the frustrations
were, even outside of trying to
- hold theater classes. "How caO:
neighbors and community peo·
ple be urged to attend a
.. performance in an empty room ·
that looks like a casualty from
a past war? What kind of
impression is this going to
make of Northeastern?
" Northeastern has been selected by Region Eight as the
host school for the Tenth
Annual American College
Theater Festival to be held in
January of 1978 ... It is quite an
honor for Northeastern to be
considered for this event,
· which brings nationwide attention to the host school as
critics and notables from all
over the United States_assemble to view the cream of the ·
student productions. Without
the remodeled Little Theater,
we will lose this important
event. "
" How can I assure the
selection committee that the
promised remodeling will be
done in time , for the festival.
Indeed, will it ever by done?"
"It is sad to realize that an
institution and a Capital
Development Board which
deals in millions of dollars
annually cannot properly function in a thirteen month period
to get a $115,000 remodeling
job under way and co~pleted.
I still hope that they find a
way to function and get the
job done before our ongoing
t heater program collapses completely and a major event like
the American College Theater
Festival slips through our
fingers. "
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CC AB COMES HOME! After month s of ' nomadic'
p rog r a mming the Commuter Center Activi t ies B oa rd has
returned to its ren:odeled offices E-205 located in the " loft"
(above t he new book store). When you get the cl].ance stop by see
the new office & chat a bit.
T.V. that won't rof your mind! Whether you love TV or hate it,
you've got to check this out: one week of very special television
featuring Robert Klien, Muhammed Ali , Stevie Wonder, and the
Kennedys . .CCAB's VIDEO AWARENESS WEEK runs from
Mon . Jan. 31 through Fri. Feb. 4 from 11 :00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m.
Pick up your TV guide at the Box Office.
ASTROLOGIST Marcella Ruble-Rook will give individual
astrology readings Tues., Feb. 1 frorii.'1 10:30 a.m. to iz p.m.; and
from 2 p .m. to 3:30 p.m. in Village ·Square. At 1:00 Ms. Rock will
give her · lecture "Astrology: A cosmic Science for
Self-Understanding" in cc217. A free presentation of CCAB
Roving Artist Series.

THE OFFICE OF WOM EN SERVICES is collec t in g
children 's and adult's clothing as well as small toys in good .
condition for free distribution. Please drop by with -your offerings'
to t he B wing, room 114.
..

,C,.C"C-<C>-D-<7-<=~.,...:>-<?.0<>-c>-c:>✓
.><C>-<>0-0~

'F fou,ers & P la.n ts for All Occas io11s ..

§JHCA\ Jt? JE Jll: ~ ~
Jf?JC o JClJC s1r § ~

I

GOVERNMENT CAREER INFORMATION DAY will be
held on Tuesday, February 15, sponsored by Career Services. ,
Fifty to fifty-five federal , state and local governmental agencies
will be on campus providing career information to students,
pro s pective graduates, and alumni. Among the many
representatives present will be one man to .speak to handicapped
college graduates about procedures ·for· applying for employment
with the federal government. The event will take place in Alumni
Hall from 9-4:00, and everyone is urged to attend.

3358 W es1 Bryn Mawr
Cl1i c ago . Il l. 478-6276

10 % DISCOUNT
ALL
UNI STUDENTS
AND FACULTY
WITH I.D.'S

ro

will

THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
meet every Tuesday during
the Winter Trimester at 1 :00 p.m. in room S-325. Programs for
the Trimester will be announced at the appropriate times. The
club is open to all university students interested in the realm of
Psychology. All are invited to attend to share your ideas and help
in the organization of existing plans and the invitation of new
programs.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

WHIRLY'S
5607 North Kimball
Chicago, Ill. 267-6676

•

HOT DOGS, CHEESE DOGS , CHILI
DOGS , CORN DOGS , HAMBURGERS .
CHEESE BURGERS , GYRO BURGERS ,
BARBEOUE & ITALIAN BEEF.
POLISH & ITALIAN SAUSAGE.
CHILI, TACOS , BURITTOS,
TAMALES, PIZZA STEAK, FRIES ,
MUSHROOMS , CHICKEN, SHRIMPS ,
SHAKES; ICE CREAM

ATTENTION: Announcing the formation of an on campus
APBA BASEBALL LEAGUE (for those of you who do not know
what APBA is, it is a compterized dice game). For those of you
who do know aml love it, unite with other APBA freaks and help
us form the greatest league ever. If interested .contact Tedd
EMMANUELLE is " . . . a stunningly photographed film . . . "
We serve pizza tool
Mallasch at 463-7853. If you like baseball, but have never played
about a 19 year .old wife of a French diplomat" .. .engulfed in a
UNi SPECIAL
APBA contact me anyway (for the game is simple to learn).
circle of rich, bored French women." Said to be the 'art ' of X
10% Discount on Purchases
rated fi\ms, this classic will be shown Tues., Feb. 1 at 7:30 in the
FOOTBALL: Any new students who want to play football in
with UNI 1.D. Card
aud. A Roll-em Production; ticket's are free· with UNI ID and the fall should leave his 1) name, 2) telephone number, 3) what
$2.00 without.
position and put it in the physical education office (by gym) in
the football box ..
The BIG STORE , a rare MARX BROTHERS classic will be
Head coach, Dan Lanno
shown Wed., Feb. 2 at noon in the Unicorn. This free UNICORN
FILM will also feature PINK PANTHER cartoons.
THE UNI VETS CLUB would like to thank all those who have
helped
us in our drive to collect the labels from Vets dog food.
The 1977 CCAB WINTER FILM GUIDE is now available at
These la::>els are worth money to the Pilot Guide Dog Foundation : Hollywood Bed 49.95 :
various locations on campus. (especially the box office)
Twin Matt & Box 54.00
who use th~ money to provide free seeing eye dogs for the blind.
Full Matt & Box 59.00 :
CCAB will hold' board elections at their Feb. 3 Board meeting. We are going to continue to collect these labels. Anyone who
:
Sofa Bed
94.95 ·,..
.
wishes
to
help
can
leaye
labels
at
the
Veterans
Affairs
Office,
If interested contact CCAB before Thurs. at E205 ext. 505.
,t. Folding Cot
49.95
0008 or at the .Vets Club Clubhouse, 4336 N. Western.
Pillows
1.90
WOMENS SOFTBALL: All women interested in trying out
~
THE
UNI
VETS
CLUB
wishes
to
announce
their
"4th
l).nnual
for the Womens Intercollegiate Softball -team , should sign - up
Brass
Balls
pr~sentation
aw~rds"
to
be
held
Saturday,
February
immediately with Betty Meyer, Softball Coach, in the Gym office.
We play 12", fast pitch game. Previous experience is not 5th at the clubhouse, 4336 N. Western, 8 p.m. Members and
necessary. We supply equipment and ·training. Conditioning and inv.ited guests only. In conjunction with the awards ceremony a
4635 N. Kedzie
Jf"basket of booze" will be raffled off, chances are available from
practice will begin late February; games are played in April and
211-2110 · ·
May. A free medical examination is being scheduled and is Ve"ts club mer~hers, · winner need not be present to win.
required before taking part in tea_!l1 wqr!<oµts . . ,.,, .. . ...
. •
.
,, ._,/4 ;
. ,.
...·.
.
VETE.RANS: · Having trouble coping with school? Got
THE WOMEN'S STUUJES- KESOURCE CENTER has new problems? What else is new? Join the Northe~stern Illinois
hours for use during winter trimester. Anyone talcing Women's Veterans Association. We're all in it together, but it seems easier ~.....,..._....,_..~..-...,._....-c-,,
Studies courses will find this room ·very helpful as •an aid to when you stick together. 'Information available in the Veterans
SPECIAL
research the topics of women and the Women's Movement.
Affairs Office, 0008. ·
Monday ~ 12-2 p.m. ·. ·
STUDENT RATES
Tuesday - 9-11 a.m.
LIBRARY HOURS on Saturday are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. After 12
Wednesday - 12-2 p.m.
noon, access to and from the Library is available only through
Thursday - 4-6 p.m.
the North Door off the Bryn Mawr parking lot.
Friday - 11-1 p.m.
/
The Resource Center is located in the basement of the Classroom
· WOMEN'S STUDIES PROGRAM BROWN BAG SEMINAR
Bldg. Rm. 0041.
series presents guest speaker, Jan Behnke, who will take on the
8DAYS-7NJGHTS'
.
HELP!!!!!!!!! HELP!!!!!!!!! Stageplayers are in desperate need topic : The Woman Returning to School. It will be presented on
of old, worn, men's and women's coats. (We'll use them for Tuesday, February ·1, at 1:00 p.m., in CC216. Women and men
costuming purposes.) Jackets, car coats, and full length coats are invited. Refreshments will be available.

·.::. ·-:~•z z·z zi Z i-
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·needed. If you'd like to donate any coats, please bring them to
room F-110 (by the Little Theatre) and plpce them on a table
marked PUT COATS HERE. Any coats not used will be donated
to the Salvation Army. Your help would be greatly appreciated.
Any questions? Call X 539 and talk to Dick Healer. Thanks. P.S.
We need hangers too. They can be brought to the same place.

(Spring Break)

LIFE SPAN PLANNING: A SIX WEEK SERIES TO HELP
YOU SET LIFE GOALS.
FOR WOMEN: Monday, Feb. 7-Mar. 14, Rm. S-364, 7:30-9:30
· Monday, Feb. 7-Mar. 14, Rm. S-317, 3:00-4:30
Saturday, Feb. 12-Mar. 19, Rogers Park, 10
a .m. • 11 :30 a.m.

Attend a RETREAT/DAY OF RENEWAL on Saturday,
FOR DIVORCED WOMEN: Monday, Feb. 7 · Mar. 14, Des
January 29, 1977 from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. The cost of $5.00 will ·
include lunch and dinner. It's limited to 15 people, so reserve Plaines, 7:30-9:00.
your spot now by calling June at 583-6109. ·
. FOR MEN: Tuesday, Feb. 15 ! · Mar. 22, Rm. S-301,
A COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP, focusing on tech- 7:30-9:00.
Registration and. information: X 322.
niques for better communication between people, will be taking
place for 10 weeks on Monday nights from 6-8 p.m. on the first
floor of the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball. The first workshoe,
will be on January 24.
· BEER AND PIZZA DISCUSSION group will be taking place
on Thursday nights at the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball,
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
CA'MP CHI RETREAT: Spend a great weekend near the
Wisconsin Dells, Feb. 4-6. Social activities combined with Jewish
cultural experience. Sponsored by NIU Hillel, ,UNI Klaf Yisorel
and Oakton Gesher. For more info contact Kial Yisroel in the
Student Activities Office.

There will be A SKI TRIP to Indianhead (Ironwood, Mi) the
weekend of Feb. 11-13. Sponsored by the Outdoor Recreation
Committee. Further information is available from Janet Junior in
the Student Senate Office.

23-30 I

APOCALYPSE POETRY CLUB presents Northeastern's own,.
Barb B.arg, reading her short stories, poetry & educational
materials _w ith New York poet, Ed Friedman on Feb. 2 - Wed. night at 8 p.m . ....:. Everyone' is welcome. ·

·

I

Program Includes:
• Round trip jet air
transportation.

•
I

Complimentary meal
& beverages while aloft

!ii

Round trip airport

\I transfer in Hawaii.
II • Firsf Class hotel ac1 comodations at the
I Imperial Hotel.

I

Traditional Aloha lei
greeting upon arrival.

I
I

li
.

•

The topic for the BEER AND ~IZZA DISCUSSION this
Thursday night, February 3, will be LIFE AFTER DEATH. The
discussion will center around the work of Dr. Elizabeth . Kubler
Ross and Raymond Moody, and ·will last from 6-8 p.m. Beer and
pizza will be available at the Newman Center, 5450 N. Kimball.
For more information, call Kim, 583-6109.

' • Tips & taxes for the ii.

GUTEN APPETIT. Join the GERMAN CLUB at their
'.' Kick-Off the Winter Semester" dinner on Friday February 4,
1977. We are meeting at the BROWN BEAR RESTAURANT,
6318 N. Clark St. at 7:30 p.m. For details and to make your
reservations, come to room 2-020 at 1:00 Feb. 1.

For more info call
Jim Pringle

above package.

::; 't!ti,
11

I

-~-~~~--i
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tries. Further, no coercion was
lefli s't views will s ubside due
influ e nce , and s ometimes
LO a broader insight into our
wealth. Northeastern had con- exercised on s tudents to take
d..indiv:id___@L tiuw,.·
ce ived of ·tseif a mis s ion bu sin ss...ancLec.o.nom~-'-Ol.1-~
In tim e, emphasis will shift
unrelated to the education of ses or become business m~jors .
And herein lies the crux of
even inore from the leftist line
, students : That of a committo th e bo ttom line . (a n
ment to various urban com- th e ch ~nge : Students who
indication of profit).
munities and pressure groups. ha ve taken business courses
Finally, the University has
by Ronald D. Weslow
later to· be so downplayed and , Remnants of this activism are and ha ve had a clearer
under
st
anding
of
how
bu
san
oblig~tion t-o n'lake known
Today we will explore the even dismissed by the very
still visible, their flaw lying in
l he s e s tructural econ omic
su"\)tly changing character and beneiactors of this situation.
,their ultimate prupose, which inesses and economics work,
changes so as to guide the
image of Northeastern. In so Also, the effects of t he baby
left unfulfilled the goal of are generally more probusiness than those who have
s tuden ts towards better predoing , the historical trend boom were being felt. Concern
self-reliance of these groups.
paration for the real world .
since 1961 will be divided into over domestic social problems
As the seventies opened up , not. Or, to phrase it a nother
S t ud e nt s who, p er s is t in
four phases: Growth, radical- in the latter half of the decade
activist apd violent methods of way: It is rare to find anyone
obtaining degrees for which
ness, indecisiveness, and pres- ,, fos tered a geometrically insocial change began to lose in a n 1_dical, leftist , socialist, or
opportuni ties are slight , mus t
ently realism. The post-Sput- creasing array of school and
favor to , working within t~e co m uni s t movem e nt at
Northeastern
who
has
a
n
do so with full recognition of
nik reaction placed great studel}t sponsored pr~grams t~
system. However, Northeast·
that fa ct. P ersonal responsibilemphasis on the improvement deal wi t h the situations .
em 's vocal elements continued appreciable knowledge of ec;_ity fur one' s predicam~nt will
of the general educational-level Welfare, casework, community
a radical course, delving into onomics, 'business thoery, the
then be acknowledged in lieu
of this country. Consequently, involvement, and other areas
self-righteous moral outrage role of government, or the
economic
and
business
history
of
simplistically scapegoating
demand for teachers of all provided bonanzas for amateur
and flip piousness (.. . "in a
the capitalist system .
•
subjects rose. How ironic· that sociologists, pop political "scisociety (U.S.) which spends . of this country. Could a decacie
Naturally, the continually
a major factor in this institu- entists ,"' and other " vanmore for the military than day of , strife over the domestic
changing nature of the econotion ' s growth, Communist
guards of the oppressed," in
care" ... - from an old PRINT economy been at least somew
hat
avoided
had
bu
s
iness
mic structure tenders opportuRussia ' s expansionism , was the forms of employment,
column). Clung to, was the 1
nities in different professions
belief that abolition of " the education been more wi.deat different times .
system" was the only right- spread? Hindsight tends to
Those who use the four
eous coui:se , even though point in that direction . Northeastern
's
business
school
has
years
as a taxpayer-supported
perception of thac system was
subsidy for mindless criticism
sadly distorted . Witness the grown so rapidly in one year
still prevalent and numerous that ov,er 1,500 students are- at the expense of educating
themselves , face a scenario of,
advertise.men ts ( a capitalist enrolled in their c~rnrses ,
whereas,
the
Department
had
g
raduating without marketinstitution decried so often),
able skills and temporarily at
uprisings - which makes for not even existed a year and a
least , unemployment . " The
nice nostalgia but for ill- half ago. The · demand for
teachers
and
those
in
the
social
·
system " will be blamed, tho
she'll just play a song and ad
informed viewpoints. The inA week ago Thursday,
professions
had
declined
and
unemployment
compensation
Comedy College came to UNI. lib.
fluence of such pap would have
from that system will no doubt
Comedy College is a group of
As far as material for their
inexorably proceeded on a opportunities for business and
economics majors have blosbe accepted.
downward course anywa y
comedians who have come acts, Judy and Jim take ideas
Finally, some projections :
when external events began, somed. So, although certain
together to form a "school" for from their "infamous past."
vocalized
groups
continue
to
The
business school will
occurring. Changing demoup and coming comedians. The They also said that you have
call for the abberation of free
expand both relatively and
graphic and psychological
" College" was started by two to be able to take rejection,
trends altered the economic • market principles, the student ,absolutely . The image of
brothers, Jim and Larry, Mc and have a lot of guts. You
Northeastern .will be disassociand political scenario of this population generally has seen
Manus. They try and help the also have to be "a little off the
the
advantage
in
following
ated
with leftist radicalism and
wall
."
country. In keeping witht he
people in the college become
be taken more seriously. Ar;d
To reach the audience you
calmer, more rational and more them . Apparently the attacks
comedians. Although Jim said,
realistic outlook of the- coun- ,, on eapitalism were not per_sua- ,in tii;nlJ.,• a , c;pLumnist who
" Comedy is very. personal; " he have to have pr<,tctice · with
advocates ·neither socialism ~r
also thought that it can be audiences, and should be able . try, together with new life- sive enough to prevent students
from
seeking
knowledge
communism,
will not raise any
styles and demand for differlearned. The College pre~ently to improvise. In comedy you
eyebrows, ,.-much less any
has about fifteen ,to t wenty need the entfre attention of the · ent 'ty'p es of ·skills ,' a ousiness of both sides, while pursuing
clenched fists. The change has
_.
cotnediamt who · work around audience.
- and management department · their self-interests of employment.
And
as
an
increasing
already
begun and th1s column
These members from Comethe city. Jim considers Chicawas b~gun here last year.
number become business· rria· ,, •will move along with it. '
go' one of the be~t ''to learn to dy College did seem to have
Note, ho.wever, that the accelerated deadening of radical
ior~. it is likely that formerly
be a comedian. However:, Judy the attention of the audience,
feelings _w as _ not due to a _ _...... _..., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Tenuta the other performer, and many people were relating .
stated, "As soon as I make to the _jokes. After . the
. c?nxci,QUS ' q.ec;ision ~f suppre_s- ~
~W-e'r.eih>Qk.i.rJg I.or.a .r;e~p.onsi,ble career _;_
,s
enough money I'm going performance, there ·was a
s10n of_ thoug~t by gnomes m
oriented woman.
three-piece suits , but because
West." Judy ;who has been reception held upstairs in the
NANOFAST, INC. has an immediate opening for a
involved in comedy for three Student Union Building, at
stu den~s were b
. ecoming ed- ucated
in
the
true
nature
of
capable
woman for general office and typing.
years does her act with an which students discussed varibusiness
operations.
This
was
Responsibilities
include typing · proposals, sales letters,
ous
aspects
of
comedy
with
accordian. She said that this
not the only view offered to
new literature, etc., in addition to receiving incoming
sometimes helps, beca_use if Judy Tenuta, and Jim Mc
students, unlike political inphone calls and some help in purchasing, etc.
the audience is not reacting, Manus.
, , d<;>ctrinatiori .in certain Asian ·
· NA:NOFAST makes a variety of sophisticated el~tronic
·and Eastern European counequipment including some of the most advanced "digital
and !nal~g equipment avail~ble. NAN OF AST products
··
· are used by NASA and the Air Force for satalite and
·space shuttle ·work, by '' 'the Energy Research and
'fo;De~e.l opin~ni lAliministratfon· for laser fusion work, by
.., , ,,.,,•2oinpan.ies !iit 'theJ~fi'ergysm~c¥1for investigating for new
sources 'o f ei:te~gy:~ etc'. Tlfe:lrequirements of the position
include typing 50 wpm ·[or more], a willingness to
assume responsibility; and an interest in a variety of
by Ci p d:v U:igert y
work.
'
·NA'N OFAST, INC.
416 W. Erie, Chicago, Illinois
.•
. For
hiforrh~Uon ·please call 337-7718.

conservative commentary

the other side

.

Comedy College shows

UNI what they've l~arned

•

J.

I·>.
I
I.
1
I

picture ,p otl·

Wh~t would you like to be reincarn~ted\as?
-

'

""

Andrea S. Wilk-Gemini ,. SophGlen Gillette- Libra, J unior··ore-· Math-:, 010,f~ "/' ·1 •
•' '•Poli t ieank ien'.ce: •
A (bright star 's o everyone
A cha1~ ~~ a beauty salo:ri..
could see ·m e at jlight.

.•w.
Jackie Virruso-Taurus, Sopho
'more- Criminal Justice
Mae West

I
I
I

I

I

I

·I

I
I •·
' .I '

I
I
I

I
J
1.

tl'.1

-·1·

I

I
I

.

;

further

I
I

I·

- .■,~-~~·-· ..- - ~ - - - - -

Mike Powers-Gemini, Sophomore:
:A bald eagl}:l because it's the ·
American symbol.

Margie Gilbert-Pisces, Sophomore-Sociology :
Water

,.
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SOJOUrn
Introduced by Red
The plight of the world
Is in our hands
One and all
Red and white
Black and yellowWe are all brothers an ' .
I ts time to realize
Either to take my hand
Or there will be no land •
Red

S~nd City's Reification Company ·perform one of many routines for ·Unicom audience. (Photo
by Diane Poulos]
•
;

Unity begin; , with you my brother
We got to stop being divided
We got to work , brother to brother .
We got to get in tune with Afi-ika,
our mother, we got·to think person to person
get in tune, mind to mind, heart to heart
and I swear my blood, we won't never part
because, unity begins with you, my brother
We got to get in tune with Afrika
our mother, we got to work, brother to brother
We got to think, person to person •
get in tune, mind to mind, heart to heart
We got to love us, it's a must
We got to love our old ladies, on
dark nights when ain't nobody in the community
but us
because unity begins with you my brother
We got to get in tune with Afrika,
our motherWe got to love our honorable
old men, who walk in poor glory
who began this phase of a 200 year story, here.
away from home Afrika, our mother
Unity begins with you, my brother
We got to love us, it's a must
Elijah told ya, who you was
Marcus told ya , where to go
Malcolm told ya, where you been
Does five plus five equal ten
unity begins with you my brother
We got to get in tune with Afrika
our mother
heart to heart, mind to mind
start passin! the word, its nation time
start thinking t he words, its nation time
start living the word, its nation time .
start believing the world, its nation time
heart to heart, mind to mind
and then we will feel, how it was
when unity began with us, truly loving Afrika
our mother
Poem to people, let's show love to one another
Unity begins, with you my brother.

'Reificators' show
originality
by Franklin E. Jones
Refreshing, original comedy
came to Northeasterp.'s Unicorn last Tuesda:y at noon in
the form of the Reification
.<;ompany·, sponsored by
CCAB-Classical. I feel sorry
for anybody who missed this
very talented group. With this

lousy weather , laughter is
needed, and the many · people
who attended this show got
their share of it.
The rich vitality of the
Reification Company made the
place jump with enthusiasm.
Reification means "to make •
real by the power of imagina-

Arve group perfqrms in March

Jimmy Ross

"The Arve Connection"
concerts.
modern dancers will appear in
Mr.· Ar\re is a well-known
two concerts at the university •Chicago area performer, teach_A uditorium on Friday, March
er, and choreorgrapher. He has
11th and Saturday March 12th
created dances for the Chicago
at 8:00 . P.M . General admisBallet and his own performsion is $3.50; UNI students
ance comp·any with grants
from the National Endowment
fre.e.
The performanc~s will fea- · for the Arts.
ture new works by Artistic
Mr. Arve and Ms. Robley
Director Richard Arve, Direchave received grants from the
tor Marge Robley of the UNI
Illinois Arts Council for their
Dance Department, and Lynda
choreography, and have both
Martha, Guest Instructor at
been listed as "Outstanding
the University. Twelve dancers
Chicago Choreographers" by
·have been chosen from Mr.
critic Ami Barzel.
Arve's concert tours and the
UNI-DANCE has sponsored
UNI "Dance Ensemble" l9
recent appearances by the
"Paul Taylor Dancers, " "Jose
present his unique contemporary dapce technique. Students
Greco Dance Co. ," and the
will also assist in all areas of· Illinois Arts Council's "Choretechnical production for the
ographer's Sh~wcase."

SPECIAL .DISCOUNT
FOR UNI STUDENTS

: Thousands of Topics
Send for your up-to-daJe, 160- .
page, mail order A::atalog. Enclose
$1.00 ' to cover : "postage and
h!lndling.
. ..
·

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE; INC.
113~ IDAHO AVE., I 206
L6S ANG.HES, CA-Uf'. 90025 .
1213) 477-8474 .

.E LIJAH'S
CUP

Our ~~rch papers ~re sold for .·
resea~ch purposes only.

FEB. 5
Bob Stein
Renee Frankel
Andy Bloom (Folk GuJtarists)

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktails
"
· Char-broiled Gulliburgers
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
Phone 29&-2t00
(corner Milwaukee & Dempster)
2727 W. Howard St. 338-2166

Half Price Admission for Satu(day nights;.•
in Feb. with this ad and your UNI I.D . card.

DON'T-MISS.

LUNCH . D INNER & LA TE SNACKS

RESTAURANT & PUB

tion," and the troupe lived up
to their name, making a real
"happening" by just doing
their thing : improvisation
from audience suggestion. No
scripts, no set routines, therefore, · no two shows are the
same.
At one point the cast lines
up for an emotional scene: the
audience supplies each person
with an emotion to portray-sorrow, rage, boredom, lust--and one person orchestrates it
into a hysterical outpouring
that builds to a magnificent
crescendo.
Other highlighted acts of
this particular show were a
reiationship, a family scene, a
movie s tyle, and a book title.
Th.e players formed tke
Reification Company one year
ago. All membez:s of the group
attend improvisational classes
at Second City, but although
they're still learning, it's easy
to se~ that these performers
are true professionals . The
members of this group include
Tom Tully, lawyer and director
of the Company, Rob Riley,
actor and model, Ann Ryerson,
former Second City actressr
Dan Br~n. actor, Bernadette
Birkette, actress, and Guy
Gilbert, musjcian.

Feb_. 19- Bob Klein, Folksi nger

6971 N. Western

Feb. -26 - Disco Dance - Learn the latest
dances. Neil Sabine, Disc Jockey

OPEN 8 PM . - · 1 AM

For more infor call 764-3351 or 346-6700, X-422
-

.

" .

*Excluding Saturday, Febru~:ry 12.

'K°:n~ ' no
king
.....___ - . --by Dan Pear~on
W hat could have been a
classic in the field of the tragic
love story is _ ruined by
inconsistency. KING KONG
in his latest reincarnation will
never join t he hallowed ranks •
of H AROLD AND MAUDE,
LOVE STORY, or BUTCH
CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID. The original
treatment of t his beauty and
.b ea st relationship did not
pander to the trivialities that
producer Dino De Laurentis
has stooped.
Th e entire production is
hastrung by a dual set of
standards. How can we believe
in the majesty of the brute
when the special effects don't
match? There are scenes in
this 24 million dollar epic
where it is an obvious man in a
monkey suit strolling against
an obvious painted backdrop.
While , the mechanical hand
resembles a glove I lost two
winters ago, there are scenes
that instill the viewer with
an awesome technical respect
for Carlo Rambaldi , the designer.
Add to the jumble of a

sometimes convincing mon- ,
ster, a scrip tload of feeble .ape
puns and semi-intelligent dia logu e t ha t is for t una t ely
played straight b y a cast
overshowed by a foty foot
hy dra u lic monkey . all this
combines into the statement
tha t t his v ers ion pales in
comparison with the black and
white, 1933 original. Another
probably . cause is in its
approach. At one point in the
remake , Jeff Bridges ( the
idealis tic zoologist in this
expedition) remarks that by
removing Kong from the
island they have removed the
terror; the mystery, and the
magic from the natives of
Skull Island, a land that time
had truly forgotten.
I t was this terror, this
mystery and certainly this
magic that held the legendary
ape's story so dear to the
audiences and devotees of the
original. The second time
around these qualities are
curiously and unfortunately
lacking. The techn_ology of the
seventies has humanized the
monster. He is capable of
various subtleties of expres-

•

_Psych stu dents ·increase
• VO
· I_ve-m ent
t·he1,•r, Dept.· Ill

l,.
the guy who came to the island
to "bring in t he big one" in oil
strikes and settles for Kong
and a brief career in show
business. Jeff Brigges, he's the
one wit h the long hair and
beard, does well· with what
little he has to do as the
human hero and I did agree
.with his opinion of those guys
in t he helicopters.
As Kong lay broken and
bleeding, in glorious color I
may add one lit tle tyke in t he
row b ehind m e announced
soberly,. "Poor Kong, I'm
going to make him come alive
again." I'm not too sure of
.that little kid's chances are but
I have a feeling his wish will
come true in KING KONG
PART II which is already in
the planning stages. K ing
Kong products will soon be
flooding the market in every
form from ape-shaped bourbon
bottles to tee-shirts and candy
bars. This is a film that will
make its people some money
. t
'
Jus out of curiosity. KING
HONG is one expensive fre~k
show. There ought to be a way
to protect our myths from
being tampered with.

sion. This Kong is a victim of a:nd do not even consider all
the energy crisis, a new way to the jobs that would be created
sell gasoline. While he is still by walling off part of Manhat-·
guilty of · anti-social behavior ta!),. Where the original Kong
such as rerouting the New may
_.... have been amenace,. the
York transit system, lending a new guy in town is only
foot to the overpopulation misunderstood.
problem: littering, and tresThe humans in the picture
passing on the World Trade do try to take there parts
Center, somehow the havoc seriously. Jessica / Lange may
Kong creates does not justify not be everyone's choice of
his assasination. this Kong who-tJtey-would-like-to- be-shiparouses our concern and wrecked-on-a-desert-islandcompassion. The audience is • with but ' she does arouse more
on his side proving that than just Kong's interest. ',I'his
everybody still loves the girl is a top notch screamer
underdog even if he is a ·furry and I would be interested in
forty feet high.
how she can handle lines ot_h er
His reactions are based on than " Let g(1 of me, you big
self-preservation and a tremen- ape." All in all , she responds
quite well to working with a
dous case of love sickness.
This is an easy condition to somebody or something that
understand for someone who · was superimposed in the
has been alone and without editing.
Her film debut is strengthcompanionship for hundreds of
years on an island surrounded ened by the other leading
by fog. The primitive natives players and a fine group of
of Skull Island could manage a cl.!,aracter actors: John ·Ranworking i:elationship. They dolph, Ed Lauter, Rene Auberbuilt a wall and produced a jonois and Julius Harris in
monthly · sacrifice and Kong particular: Charles Grodin, the
heartbreak kid from the movie
· wa s happy to - let things
continue as they had been. The of the same name, excels as
inhabitant s of Manhatten Island call in the National Guard

departmental standards and
by Pamela DeLaPena
curricµIa
to • meet our educ·aAl t hough P sychology mational and professional needs.
jors have had the opportunity
We have concerned students
to become actively involved in
who will work for us, who will
departmental affairs, it is only
recently that a small group of • represent us , and who are
motivated to find solutions .to
concerned and assertive stuthe . problems that face our
dents are taking advantage of
department and our mture. Be
s tud en t r epresentation and
involved. Begin by sending in
saying, "We need changes in
our P sychology Depar t ment · the ballots . Con t inue by
coming to meetings, express- .
and we 're going to do someirig your educational needs and ·
thing about it." (In fact, the
sharing your ideas.
candfda tes hotly · defended
their positions, while the tone
of political rivalry ensue,d!)
....•
.......
; t
Each candidate has suggested
expansion - of programs in
certain areas ; Margaret Ver~137 N. Northwest l'twy.
gas has suggested changes in
,our sketchy Humanities proPOf KET BILLIARD S - 3 CUSHION BILLIARDS- FOOSBALL '
ELECTRONIC GAMES - AIR HOCKEY .- AND MOREgram , so _that 'it might lead to
something. James Unnerstal
Present this ad or your UNI I.D. Card
has reinforced the concern and
For every hour you pl_ay, we'll give
interest of Drs. Dolezal, Pizzi,
an additional 30 minutes FREE!
and Loos, in developing an
OPEN
DAILY
- EXPIRES
, Exp erimen t al.Lab Program .
t
10A.M
.-1
A
.M
.
.
.
FEB.10 I
.- ■,
Daniel Dean and Donna Errera
t._ ■ Sunday :_Noon-1 A.M. ■ _'
■
/Oneaapercus;ome,)
■
f'
s t r essed the importance of
Student representation and
adequate communication networ k s between ins t ructors ,'~
students, and officers of the
""
Commit tees.
In all cases; we as students
of Psychology are at the brink
of taking advantage of the
opportunity to become actively
involved in the development of
ONE DAY REPLACEMENT OF MOST

.--:------ ---------.
-·1
Ute side rteeket

I...

,1

COFFEEHOUSE

I
I
I
I

F-riday, F.e_bruary 11, 8:00 PM
.
THE NEWMAN CENTER

I

N. Kimball (Basement), Admission $1.00

Featuring: Paul Herbert
.

'

.

~

-------------~. ,...................................., .........
EXCEL
.f·
I
OPTICS

•
.------=-.·
•
I
I
I
I
I
•
I
.
I
IAREYOUR~.
INSURANCE RA TES
TOO /;I/GH?

Call Gary Robinette
966-7671

I

1-------Au tomobile Insura nce
, .•
8605 N. Milwaukee , Niles, Illinois

SPECTICAL LENSES AND FRAMES
GLASSES ADJUSTED WHILE YOU WAIT
FREE WITH UNI ID CARO
ALL DESIGNER FRAMES, WIRE
AND OPTYL PLASTICS

..............................'• .............................. .
y

6770North Lincoln Ave .
Chicago, Ill. 674-9519

'

~

I

A BIG

' .

.

I

i 5 $4 DOLLARS 5i

·1 ' · . OFF
~t-:----------,
$2 OFF
~ Any purchase
~from$10-$15

,-$-

I

_J

' I
~

Bring in this coupon for~
big savings on an huge ~
selection of tops and. ~
famous name jeans for~
both guys and gals .
'--~

~. 3---.--••--,
OFF , · ·
~ Anypurchase · ~

_·

~STANLEY A~

~----------1
.
!~-Any
$4 OFF ,
I
purchase .
11
,. from $20-$25
~,................, ,,
~- from $15-$20 ·

..

4-P

3316 W. Foster
(next to Flip Side.)
· ·..
583-4434

..

Expires
January 31 1 .

........, ......,

i

~

~
--
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Ca h n reviews
.c areer an-d

was crazy and kept • saying
of laughter was the interjec"ANTS have a sense of
tion sung out by a student in
FULFILLMENT??"
-~:=__-=:,.:::,,__:_____________:___________________~_AA]fter t he aughter and a few- - t.h.e-.seGBn.-d-row, '-:::-i-t½- got-no
theatre BUT ... "
'
\
bars of " ... p.igh apple pie-inIn an interview after the
the-sky. hopes ... " Cahn related
show, I learned that Mr. Cahn,
how he used this tune to write
along with Burton Lange, is
a campaign song fori President
currently writing, the full score
Kennedy at the home of Peter
for an ~nimated Disney verby Sue Lamb
Lawford (" ... oops, ther goes -sio~ of · "Heidi," soon to be
On a miserably cold and Myra to get Sammy, she
'Mr. Cahn offered a tip to all
another
primary .. ,").
released, in which Lorne
snowy Thursday, January 20, thought they m~ant Dqvis.
would-be song-writers: "Pick
And finally, Sammy Cahn's
Greene
will be starring as the
Sammy Cahn put on an I'm Jewish, bu_t not THAT!"
any great composition and
standard and well-loved closvoice
of
the grandfather.
hour-long show in the music
Mr. Cahn is "proof positive
write lyrics to it, then take it
ing number for any Chicago
Being amazed _that someone
Recital Hall at Northeastern.
that these kind of institutions
to a conwoser." (Why didn 't I
performance, "My Kind of
sixty-four years olq can still be
Who is Sammy Cahn? four- are ,not necessary at all" (for
think of that: Tomorrow I'll
Town" to ~hich he had the
going
so · strong, I asked this
time Academy Award-winner. · $15,000 a song, I'm inclined to
say to myself, "Today I'm
audience in stitches with his
energetic
little man, if he
the only person ever to be agree with him). He dropped
gonna write Cahn," think up ·
. ad-libbed lyrics and gestures--believes he'll ever write anothawarded an Em!Uy for writing out of school at an early age,
some new )yrics to· "Call Me
"My kind of·school; 'Northeaser bit hit. "Sure!" he replied,
a song. The man who wrote but compensated for it by
Irresponsible," take it to a
tern is ... " " ... this lovely backhis eyes twinkling behind
"High Hopes ," "Call Me becoming a voracious reader.
composer and make $15,000 . .
ground!" ( waving his arm
spectacles. That's when I saw
Irresponsible," "Three Coins He assured us that "there are
Thanks, Sammy. )
expanisvely at the dull gray
how this rather small , ordinin the fountain, " "Let It no words .used in my lyrics
Then came the tale of the.
walls) "this g- - -m
ary-lookfng man from New
Snow," and "My Kind of that I don't know."
'
humorous beginning of the
WEATHER! " (walking over
York who calls himself "unTown " (and THAT'S just, for
After introducing his more
Academy Award-winning
to the window to make a face
educated"
became one of the
Starters!) The star of "Words than excellent pi~nist, ,Richard
"High Hopes:" Cahn and a
at the snow. But what really
most popular and celebrated
and Music, " currently playing Leonard, Sammy launched
very hung-over Jimmy . Van
brought the house down and
songwriters in Amei:ica: He's ·
at the Civic Theatre (for nine into the story of his first hit,
Heusen collaborating at the
even sent Mr. Cahn into a fit
got High Hopes.
dollars a ticket, no less). In "J3ie Mir_ Bist Du Schoen"
piano in · a bungalo'V at
other words, a Very Famous (which, by the way, is now
Twentieth Century Fox Stu'
~~~~~~......._..~~~~~~~~~~~l
Man. And we didn't even have being used for a root beer
dios : "We needed a song for
a theatre to offer him. (How commercial on television). In
Frank Sinatra to sing to the
Tacky of us.) But of course, 1937, he b; ought this song to
little poy (Ron Howard) in the
when you're a Star, you learn Tommy Dorsey, who threw
movie "Pocket Full of Mirto take these things lightly, so him out of the Paramount
acles." And so we started to
Mr. Cahn laughed it off with Theatre with the copy. (So
stare ;it each otl:rer'. That's
his openeing remark; 'Tm that's how Stars learn to take
what songwriting most of the
pleased that the accoustics· in these things lightly). It turned
time is: STARING. And when
here are so bad; it makes ·the out that the Andrews Sisters
you look ·like Jimmy Van
applause sound thunderous!" disc~vered the song and helped
Heusen and . me, ST ARING
For a small audience , the to make it popular. ·
- ISN'T EASY. So there we are,
applause WAS thunderous. He
Suddenly I found everyone
staring. And all o,f a sudden,
informed us that he was around me Singing Alo'n g
here comes a stream of ants
" ... here through a series of With Sammy: " ... kiss me once . filing in under the door. I said
tragic errors: the phone rang, and kiss me twice and kiss me
to Jimmy, " Now take those
\ ,1
'
1·
and I answered it! " W-hen the once again; it's been a long,
ants. Those andts must have a
FREE - 1 Pitcher beer .with med. pizza
\
laughter died down he went on long time ... l ' (Hey I know that
sense of Fulfill-men t ! " And
'
F
REE
2
°Pitchers
beet
with
large
pliza
to add, "When they first told song!)
Jimmy just looked at me like I
) .I
50¢ off - any luncheon order
I )

perforDls for UNI audience

0

r
i

OPEN FOR LUNC~

I HIDDEN I
I COVE I
\ OPEN AT 11 a.m. DAILY l
I ,-------- COUPON -------- -:-, I
i
I:
Ii
r
J

§
~ ,1

\

~

•.
. . . .
,.- ,
-4: .
I
~------------------------

Movie'iNite, ·sun.; ''10:30 pm·;
, Ul,d~es, ))~it~, •~T..u_~s"''" &..,,, ..., .,. .,
Thurs., Unescorted Females,
5¢ a Drink .

r
_J

' ' · •

lL'OU'NGE'' '~ ' PUB·
l 5338 N. Lincoln
l 784-9638

\

)
~

f

I

I

~

..Winter ·Mini-U

law ScHooL AoM1ss10• Tm
Guouau MmGEMENT AoM.Tm . "'
GRADUATE RECORD EnMINATIDN

ME01c11 Coum AoM. Tm
•

■

PROfESSIONAL INSTRUCTORS

1

CURREil MATERIALS

■

ADMISSION/ APPLICATION
STRATEGY

■

•

LOWEST HOURLY COST . . /
OF ANY PROGRAM
..,.,

.' '.

1a2·:·2·1·a·s test_,.
JJlW
1s. oeIrt1om ·Chic1110

Order Toda y!

cfiCVO!(
Beauty Care
Sales Repres~nt~tive

252-6883

tf1

BROADEN YOUR HORIZONS! Start
Winter '77 with a course or two in Mini:, J t u; Nor~h~astern Illinois_ U n_i~ersity AltJmni
-' · ,, Assoc1at1on's award w 10.nmg program of .
non-credit cou r.s es. ln~estigate a nevy,:
i_ntere~ting ~ or add to . your expetience':
in a ·c urrent area of interest. Broac hures
describing the M ini-U courses are available
at the Informatio n Center.

· To register, just fill out the Mini-U coupon' below
and mail it with. your check or a money. order
(P!E%8i~Eb p ~. ca;:,N} A thE; Alumn i Office . A li st of
materials required for each class will be $ent to
you 'v,J'.fth~'a,re'ceipf:.an"d ro'om ass ignm ~nt . Registrations are ·accepted on a first come , fi rst served
basis . Each class has a min im um enrollment , we
reserve the right to cancel the class after the first
session . Enrollment by mail is prefered , but registration will b~ accepted on the, first evening of
·class for courses where ma~imum _e nrollrn ~;nt has
'not been reac hed . This late reg istration will be
held at the Records Offi ce counter . Late reg istration -f or Sat urday classes will be held at the same
. iocation on . t.h e':•:firit. Saturd~y:·'.:rnoilri~ g -~f~; t he
cl ass . Refunds wi ll notI be issue d after th e f irst
session, unless the cl ass ha~ been ca ncelledciu e
to i nsu fficient enrollment .

·~

.J

t .,.~._....,....,,,,,...,...,....-...-,..,_....,_....,.....,..,....,...,....,...,.~
.
'
'
,

'

§ .
§

EARN GOOD
$$$

l[,

~

l 'Chere IS a difference!!! 'l.i J

1

~J-l.!)~1- ~J

BEER AND PIZZA

Year

.
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DISCU SSION

PREPARE FOR:

.

DAYS. EVENINGS. WEEKENDS.

Thu rsday, Fe bruary 3
T his w eek's topic : Lif e
After Deat h Highlig hts
will inc lude a discussion of the works of Dr.
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross
and Raymond Moody.
The tal k is from 6-8
PM , first floor of the
Newman Center, 5450
Kimball. For information call Kim at 583-6109

GMAT • GRE · OCAT

RJLL OR PART TIME

CPAT · VAT· SAT

ASA
SECURITY GUARD

Our ·b ro ad range of programs p rovides an umb r ella of te_
s tino knew-h ow that en ables us to offer the b es t prepa•at,on
av"a ii ab le . no matte r wh ic h cou rse is taken . Over 38 years
of experience and success Sma ll classes . Volum1n01Js
home study materials. Courses that are constantly up dated . Permanent centers open days & weekends all year.
Comple te tape faci lit ies for review o f clas s lesso~: J~ d fo r
use of supplementa ry materials . Make-ups for missed lessons at our centers .

Need more income? Here's an excellent part
time or full time opportunity. We have
security guard openings in Chicago and
suburbs for people with a neat appearance
and no criminal record. We have unarmed
openings plus some openings for persons
with blue card.

. ASK ABOUT OUR
. COMPACT COURSES

J,:

2050 W. Devon
.~
_Chicago, I II. 60645
(312) 764-5151

Call for an appointment at 664-6769 or
apply in person any weekday from 9 :00
A.M. to 5 :00 P .M. at:

Ou t side NY Stat e On lv
CALL TOLL FREE

ANDY FRAIN INC.
1221 N. LaSalle St.
Chicago, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

800 221 9840
•

•

•

Stw,t.C!R.Ld~

MPIAN

EDUCATIONALCENTER

•
'
TEST PA[P A AA TI O N
', P [ ( IAL1 S TS',1 N C [ 1<11 h

.._

"'cl

Ce nters in Major U.S. Ci ties

a"
~
.._

~

_;

;~

g~o
,

,

·-----.:- ,_.:

"'
. <>
w~ <

t:.r--!:::!

"'cl

e"
i.:

aio "'
0

'·
~~

I

..

CO!k~~!~!E~

..............................
..

, ,.

ii,.
~:,
__

· AT

· · Research Services, Inc.

' ,.

···-~

,

All materials sold for
research assistanc e o n ty

407 S. DEARBORN • ROOM 600
CHICAGO. ILL 60605.

(312) 922-03.0

:;ftc.f8')..,.Xf:<C<:>1£<:>.:♦lC/.>.:Cr,;j:>.t~i~'C~:;J:t~:♦;~t:~:~~;~:;_:}~:.•;~:;;:;::~;...
~ l . ~:

j

i
~!i

HERMANDAD DE LA ILUMINACION

I

(Franternidad "Inti Mashcana ")

~

J ES: Un instituto de ensenanza esoterica por cor- ~I;
I respondencia que ensena al hombre la utilizacion I
i . de leyes c ientificas, misticas y ocultistas nece- I
sari as para realizar un cam bio en su interi,o r yen el §
i medio en que vive .
§
~ PROPUGNA: El Hombre Nuevo, que ha alcanzado ~I.❖•
!•:

~
'
"'

I

~I

~

la paz interior medinate una actitud de busqueda
constante de la verdad en todos los cam pos sin
encadenarse a dogmas o supersticiones.

.
I

:

I

I
I
I
II

Envieestecupon:
Send this coupon:

Nombre(Name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
Oireccion (Address) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _

I
I
I
I
II

Alumni Hall

I

10:00 AM TO 10:00 PM

.1.
.

I
f~~-~'m iooax~~--~,_

II
j

I·

I
I

II
I

I

i

g

IJ

-

BROTHERHOOD O_F THE ENLIGHTMENT .
"INTI MASHCANA" FRATERNITY

i

iT IS: A correspondence institute of esoteric teaching, instruct ing man in the utilization of scientifi c, I
mystic and occultist laws necessary to realize a
change within himself and in his environment . ~

I

iI

IT P~OMOTES: The New Man, who has reached
in~er peace through .an atti_tude of . constant. inqu1ry of the truth in allf,elds without being g
chained to dogmas or superstitutions .

:,_'ii_ . IT TEACHES: Man to have full consciousness of

1

THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 3
Northeastern IIii no is
University

lluminacion (F.I .M .)
Apartado 5510
1
Guayaquil, Ecuador, S .A . I

Ciudad(City) _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __ __

Sponsored by Student Council
For Exceptional Children

j

Abra Una Puerta A Las Profundidades Del Ser

i➔-31K~~..::~•;-~.::•~•;•:...::~~•;::,,..:: . , ~t, _!J~ ~'>-M:'-.,~

1

fC!Bl·lY!L

I

·, ----------------;i";r;;;;;d~o;La--,

I

SECOND
ANNUAL

WIIT ·I B

I

ENSENA Q
I h
b t
I
.
.
ue e y sus
om inmensos
re enga ppoderes;
ena conc,enc,a
•~
·._·_:.,_~·:_.
de su naturaleza
y sea el ,~'
Maestro yorientador de su propio existencia.

I-

THE

his nature and his immense powers and to be the
Master and guide of his own existence .

:I~
IQ
l_.,,..-

iI

OPEN A DOOR TO THE DEPTHS OF YOUR BEING
-~~,~~~~~~~,~-x,~;,~,,~~,~m

GAMES - PRIZES
EN-TERTAINM-ENT
The Winter Carnival is
a benefit for Childrens
Memorial Hospital
Recreational Therapy
Center.
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STEVE, BEEN TO EDWARDSVILLE LATELY? ... . . .
A/ C

lree classilieds
Tutor: Will tutor basic Russian,
Italian, Polis h (all levels) also
English as a second language in
exchange for advanced conversation in French, Spanish, German.
Will also consider other disciplines . On campus or at home.
Inquire by calling (312) 274-1562

Happy Birthday to the one I love.
Tricia Ann

BARBRA :
Last Wednesday was one night
I will never forget. You are a
wonderful , kind , beau t iful , and
loving person.
KRIS

JoAnne Z.,
So nice to see a familiar face
around!

Wanted: I am someone either
with an apartment to share or who
wants to look for an apartment
aroond Northeastern or Rogers
Parle Call Paul 274-9788 keep
trying.
TYPIST AND
needed. Any
qualified for
program can
accurate and
twenty hrurs a
' 735 or 789.

FILE CLERK is
student who is
the work study
apply . Must be
willing to . work
week. Contact Dr.

LOST: Karate Uniform, etc. in
Orange plastic Bag. Reward $10.00 Call x737 during day or
743-2243 evenings . Ask for Linda
Ruffer.

UNl's #1 Team,
Good luck tonight, Eagles!
Lewis doesn't stand a chance!
Now let's go out there an show
'em how a pro-team works .
#1 Fan

PAN INN LIBBY
I 'm really kind of disappointed
that I didn't receive a note from
you last week. I guess you must
have been busy.
A CONCERNED DRUNK

Ming,
Always late - that's me!
Just want to say thanks for all
your help . Maybe I'll have trouble
this time, too ...
Chucky

JEAN H.
It was a pleasure seeing you
Tuesday. Come up anytime, even
if yoo don't need a car.
ROBERT REDFORD

George:
Plan on going to the Coffeehouse on February 11th. I '11 see
you there .
Love, Ann

WOODY ALLEN
I missed you too. It's quite
reassuring to know that I will see
you ev!)ry day. I love you.
JEREMIAH JOHNSON

Donn:
It's Kimmy and Teddy and
Doggie. When did you learn to
spell? Thanks anyway

SWAN LAKE
It was good to hear from you.
We will have to set up a definite
date for oor February Cabin Trip.
Hope. to see you soon.
FIVER
-

\-

---

-

---

-

--

-

M.B.,
I'm late AGAIN! Oh well, hope
yoo have an easy time with your
classes . After all, soon spring will
be in the air!
Chucky

--

DEAR OLIVIA
YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL!!!!!
FOR RENT - SUBLET - 1
large 3 ½ room ( one bed~oom)
CLARA
apartment, one block from camYoo ' were supposed to meet us
pus, · March occupancy , rent
at Pan's Monday night. FIE.
$170.00 / month. TELEPHONE
HAWKEYE
588-7350 ANYTIME FOR APPOINTMENT .
BRENT
Yoo must be a good person to
sit for five hours at Woodfield.
ROBERT REDFORD
Wanted: Interior upholstery for a
1967 Ford Galaxy _500 (Convertible). Will pay cash. Call Phil at
283-9399 from 2-10 PM on
Tuesday through Friday.

FOR SALE: 74 Dodge 4 door
custom. New battery, 2 new tires,
perfect condition. $2350. Call
334-2184 after 4 p .m.

, Cindy,
· Are you going to take another
dip in the pool at 2 o'clock in
the morning in Greenbay'! If so let
me warn everyone so you '11 only
have to do it once.
Sharyl
Jim~•

\

WARREN BUICK
5701 North.Broadway
Chicago, Illinois
878-2200

.

I

Have a riot tomorrow night!
Best men always get to live it up.
Remember to try and catch the
garter!
[heh! heh!]

Robert Redford,
Actually I'm sorry I you found
rut who I am, because it gave you
something to think about - that
Jeeps the mind sharp , and then
you won 't talk to yourself!! (
Someone you should know
--------------New Biue Cutlass:
Now you are really "Hot to
Trot!!"
Old Blue Chevy

The people at Warren Buick, 5701 North
Broadway, would like to wish the UNI
Golden · Eagles the best of luck for a
Homecoming victory. And to celebrate,
Warren Buick is offering special student
prices on both new and used cars.

•,,

You are the guy I would most
like to be shipwrecked with on a
tropical isle.
Your girl Tuesday

Notebooks,
Be free and stay happy , life life
and love life. I love you .
Inspector

personals

wanted

Robinson Crusoe :

Dear Terry,
Thanks for being so understanding.
I LOVE YOU
LOVE,
Rich

----------

Peggy S.,
I told you it was simple !
Chucky
Marty,
Did you ever find the Cashier's
office?
Paul Simon,
"People say your a lion at heart
But they don't know what you are
People say that you stand apart
But they just don 't understand."
" I want you to be somebody, be
somebody strong . . . always be
strong, you'll never do wrong."
Your not an A-word.
Melissa Manchester

6-19:
I've got another set of northern
lights coming in. I think that they
can be a lot of fun, too.

3-18
Mike :
It was such a pleasure seeing
you ,again, oh how I miss the
exciting Friday afternoons .
Ann

---------------

SF,
Hope you get to know the
refrigerator better. Homecoming ·is
tonight.
Saw, Nod, Luks
STEVE C. da da dad
Dave,
My heart eagerly awaits you . So
does my you-know-what.
Blondie

---

·----· ------

S.I.D. The alumni demand a
chance to run against your 1977
squad!. . . .. .
THE ASSISTANT COACH
STEVE C .. .. . .. here they come
spinning rut of the turn ..
Dearest Burnt!
Write back, I will be waiting.
Love,
R. P.

Banana
Let's go to Acapulco and get
S.F.,
married. We can· get plenty of
Met the Florida S.F. while we
roaches and ants there too.
'• I
were down there : You d-efinitely ·•
Me
got him out-classed .
Dave & Steve
Dearest Burnt!
I think you are the sweetest
Don, Why are we such tip geeks
flute player in the -section. I also
B.A. ST AR , HONEST TAR,
think you are a great person.
LADY GUNBOW, etc.
Love ya ,
SKUL
R.P.
CC Coach,

Thank God for the Edwardsville
meet or you might not have
survived this cold winter.
CC Team

Bubbles Malone,
I assure you that my threat
about the Kleenex is nothing · to
sneeze at.
Fingers Flanagan

UNI Ho111110111ing Sp11i1/
::11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:::

:::111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111::

§ BRAND NEW

§§

§

§§
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:

WARRENTEED USED CARS

Ask for TEDY NADILE
or JIMMY OTTING.ER

§

:,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 -

1. .:.~.~. ~-~~-~-~-~.!. . . . . . . . .!~.~~-~. .j i •.~~ ::~

2-Dr.

1

$750
$595

L!~~.~~!~!~~. . . . . . !.~~.~.~J ~_'_7_s__H_o__n_d_a_______S_6_9_5_

I~;;~;;~

$27991

i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111§

All new cars fully factory equipped and guarenteed.

:~:

v:~:t~T !!!:!

I II I I II I I I I I I I II 111111111111111111 Ill I I I II 111111111Ill11111111111111111111111111111111-

All used cars fully factory equip. ped; including options.

-------------------------------------I WITH TH IS
I
1

For the best deals in town,
come to Warren Buick!

-

To Sweet Ruby
To a very sweet young lady,
let's have lunch next week.
Jerry

Concerned Drunks:
Yoo guys are to good to me,
from now on please come in and
just enjoy , because I enjoy your
company .. .
Pan Inn Libby
Joan K:
They 're finally back!!! There
goes our money, but what a way
to spend it!!!!
Liz

-

Clearwater,
How is the education business
going? Do y ou have anything for
stimulating the brain? I could sure
use some b rain food , (minus the
left overs). The old routine needs
some shaking up.
Worried
P.S. This affair is labeled TOP
TOP SECRET. Talking can be
grounds for trouble too.

I

I
I
I
I

I

COUPON
. ON Ly
-

,

FREE 1977 Vehicle License Plates and
City Tax Sticker when you purchase a . I
new or used car. Offer good through Feb- I
ruary4, 1977.

.

.
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Israeli culture explored
•
in week{ong presentation
by Jakki Freedman
Last week t he Students fo r
Israel sponsored Israe.l Awareness week here at Northeastern . The purpose of t he
program was to give UNI
students an insight into the
culture and opportunities in
Israel.
Israel Awareness week began with an Israeli exhibit in
the Village Square with posters and information on variS.I.D. ,
,,.
Bring back the Flying Carpet.
'
CC Team
J.S.-You 're my favorite sportswrit.er,
even though you do use a lot
cliches .
Tarry

To the chocolat.e chip cookie maker
(without backing soda):
Damn, do i miss u (especially at
NIGHT . . . and in the mom. ing . . . and in the aft.ernoon).
A hug, and a kiss, and lots of
love .. .
fl.orida sunshine kid
Hey you [ant eater friend] :
Can't wait to smother you with
hugs, caress your body with
kisses , but most of all just be with
you and hold your Band!
XO XO XXOO toothbrush

xoxo

-

Beach Baby [almo1;1t]:
With that cold wave that came
blowing in, I don't blame you for
staying in Chicago. Certainly you
weren't going to go there and
freeze your oranges o(f. Found
your note. Really! I didn't know
you felt so strongly about me.·
XOXO &·lust
to you too,
Pooh

spo~e to a group of students
ous subjects ranging ffom the
about living in Israel. He also
political situation in the Midgave information on jobo ppordle East to travel to historical
, tunities there in such fields as
sites.
soci lfl • se1-vice , nursing and
Along with th e exhibit,
computer science.
" Kazablan" an Israeli film was
Israel Awareness Week endshown in the Commuter Cened with a discus s ion of
ter. It is a story about an
University programs in Israel.
sahkeazi girl and her "roEmily Kutler, a representamance" with a sephadi guy .
tive
of the Israel Universities,
On W ednesda y , jan . 19 ,
spoke to interested students
Harvey Scheider, t he new
on th e variou s types of
director of the Aliyah Office
TO : CATHY, THE GREEK
GIRL
YOUR
SMILING
FACE
LIGHTENS MY NIGHTS
YOUR SAD FACE DARKENS
MY DAYS
LAWRENCE OF ARABIA

Mushrooms:
Thanks for the open ear and
heart, I guess we 're both growing,
and if you 're right then perhaps,
next year will be the best.
Popcorn

Liz:
This may sound t.errible, but
seems like when I'm hurting, and
the darkness is all around, you
only seem to be able to see. vour1
light?
,
•

Denis-Why didn't you tell me you were
P.R.
'
Tarry
P .$ . Lovl) those Golden Cadillacs.
P .P .S. Ahhh!!i

Dear [SJ Red Lips,
Wipe that ~mile off you~ face!
Wang the Tiger and Ring ,Fingers

.

Your friend_????

Dear I Bradley;
MEX . .. The Latin Dance class
I think you are_ the greatest
misses and needs you .
husband in tlie world. I love you
STEVE . with all my heart. Thank you for
the most wonderful birthday ever.
DOC,
All my love
I like my office much bett.er
Garbanzo
than yours.
little WHIPPER SNAPPER

Sweetie:
Watch your Biorhythm curve
and'1et me know when the S goes
back to the (+)' side.
Toots

Lil Hons,
I would like to do stares at you .
But I 'have to go home and put on
foo-foo's.
'.fhe Great Baldo Pepper
------ '

~

-

>

I

-

'

-

>

Strutzo-,
I am writing you this personal
to ask you this ever-puzzling and
all-encompassing question : "What
is what?"
Tarry
P.S. Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!

"ONE plus "SEVEN" could never
equal _" THREE." I thought
everyone knew that!

Doubting Thomas:
,
In asking you show a lack of
confidence in yourself and you
hurt me by doubting my sincerity.
The only time I ever got lucky was
whE:n we first i;net; the rest is
sweet icing on . the . ..
Cupcake

- Denise Spracklen:
Hey, how are you? It seems I
HOTCAKES:
always '·'just missed you " up...And after the lovin', I'm stilt stairs. The gang tells me you're
in love with you.
CUPCAKE doing 0.K. Maybe our paths will
cross one of these days_! I;)on't
rk t
had
' l" ·

----------,,- - - - Hi Jimmie:
Thank you for a nice Sunday.
Hope you're feeling bett.er by now.
You don't deserve to be sick .
Guess Who?
R.J.B.P.W.B.B.T.B.H.

To the 1977 Varsity Basketball·
team
Good luck with all the rest of
your games!!!!!!
The Porn-Pon Squad
Annette,
So nice to run into someone I
know! Although· I admit, it did
take me awhile to be sure that I
wasn't mistaking someone else for
you. Don't worry - two B's and
an A ARE good grades!

Who was the dedicated s·e nior
tha t helped his coach make some
needed improvements on pis car?
Pizzaeater,
·I just wan t to say HI , since I
don't get t o see y ou as much this
semester as in ·the fall.
Charlie's O~ er

programs available to Ameri- · Friends of the Universities, the
can students.
Jewish. Vocational service and
There are seven universities the AZYF .
in Israel. Some offer a wide
There are also many summer
variety of major subjects while and Ilpan programs -for those
o thers concentrate on just students not fluent in Hebrew.
humanities, science or religion.
Students for Israel are now
The cost of a semester: in Israel iri the process· of planning a
i~ approximately $2000 includ- program on life on th e
ing airfare, tuition, room and Kibbutz , a communal struc-board.
ture of living. On February 9,
" Living as a s t uden t in from 12-2 in room CC-219 ,
Istael is not expensive," Ms . students can find out abou t
Ku tler explained. " Three girls t he structure of the Kibbutz,
I know got by on ten dollars a its goals and fu ture, and how
week for food."
t he communal settlements deFinancial aid is available -for veloped. All interested parties
students with at least a B are urged to attend.
average , b y t he A m erican
\

Paul :
Possibly acute psychosis? 'or'
'
he not carbon-based?
'
Dia'tomic Molecule

is.
)

Kim:

To the Kid,
To Love Totally
To Share Freely
To Express Deeply
Is to be Truiy Beautiful.
All My Love
Boodie

Dear Cindy:
Congratulations on becoming a
new Porn Porn girl.
1977 Porn Pom Squad

Who was home Monday playing
with his new typewrit.er?
I.S.

~o

SHARON:
Thank you for all the hospitality, oh ... and the popcorn too! How
does it feel to receive your first
personal in the Print?
ME
-

I

--

r .

~~~i~~a~s~·~~-----Sue Mastrapa
Let's go to BBB 's (bees)

,,

_____ _

LOST DOG- Male, golden red
retriever,. 8-9 months old, found
Tuesday on campus . Owner should
contact Security Office, ext. 201,
202, 203.

Dear Snow Guppy:
This personal is very difficult to
c.bmpose . I only wish that it were a
Sonata, with all it's many
movements to explore and develop . Being apart is not the easiest
thing in the world , Combine that
with everything else that 's going
on and wow !! it sm~rts . I do love
you . Keep smiling suns hine-.
Love, love
Bobby [Bass Clarintet)

'

Teddy will be .President in 1980.
Dietrich Bonhoeffer

Kris Kristofferson ,
I didn 't cry a t t he end only
because I was happy to be with
you , not because I like Robert
Redford bett.er, bu t fie , I guess
they 're a lot alike ,
Barbara S.

Pqul Simon,
''The only
you .,."

Dear A.D. Gilbey:
I am glad you were the on~ wlio
found- my gold lighter,' but I have
not seen you use it lately ..could it
be it is close to your heart?
Love,
Bruce
Bob
you have joined the bourgeios.
Traitor, Traitor:
Hugh

--------------.

truth I know is

Dear Soil Tiller:
B~Jsie 's i fine,
and'"\'1 vaiting
'
• , •
'
... . • _, .,~
you . Cant wait to s~ you plowmg .
the fields and baking ' blueberry . '
Jacobo,
pie's on Sunday .~We can move in
THANK YOU.
tomorrow if you want. I'm ready
and waiting.
_.
Yougurt Maker
~

~

~ t

fof

)

.- - - - - - - - - - - - •Happy birthday Mark
From another January 28

Ronde
I can't wait for noon. I only
hope there are more killer brussel
sprouts.
C.Lea

'''.'. .Yet' ma} l:ie' someday I might
see, that you were never meant for
me. " . Look Out
P.S. Am I right?

· Game Room Person
Bring back Captain Fantastic.
The Critic

Welcome T.K.E. Little Sisters:
Debbie, 1Aimee, Barb, Mary,
Noreen, Donna, Colleen, Gordie,
CaroJ., Kathy, Marilyn, -Chris,
Debbie , Colleen, Patty, Libby, and
Eileen Dover

Dear Bird:
Haven't seen _much of you
lately, you 're always so busy, are
you building a nest? I do miss our
talks, but I guess we 're both
little older and wiser?
·· '. ; I

Art Garfunkel
\

4 who know

To Jimmy's hrududu,
Am I the only one you start on
2 for?
Woody

To the Chief:
Can I pretend that it's my
pho;ne_; cau~~ y ~u , ~v~, cf!le and a
half now?' · ·· · ·
A .E.

D.J.
If it looks like we'll be in, a
corner tonight, "lets boogie"!!!!!!
Signed, Sensitive

·II-----------PIANO TUNING I
I
I

I

I
I

$18Qualitywork

DON ,7_28-2618

-~---------I

. .- - - - - - ·

CFh I

I
I
I
I
I
I

ARE YOUR@i~

11 .!Nsu;;~iiGi:TEs

,,. ,f::tl,sv:; ~ ;, - - - - - - - - - - - - , - ~ v ~ n

-------

BOBBY:
Here's a personal for you too.
ME;Again
,

________

oo
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I Gall Gary Robinette
I
966-7671
a'·. ·1-

----- - ---------

Diane at Mc Cook
How do you like my paper? I
hope you do. (I'll help) You learn
· how to kiss if you want to, but I
don't think you have a speech
impediment.
Bob T. at Milwaukee
P .S. I was going to put' this i'n
Reader, but pret.end.
/t

When the evil are permitt.ed to
wield power , the finer men are put
out of t he way.

Jerry:
Don't read this

Bishop Price:
' How 'bou t a 'romp nd a nd
getting your Fat her upset.
Shorty

Mary
Congratulations on your second
month as Q'l' pie of the year.
Bobby

Joe Ad Man

\

..._____ __
Automobile Insurance
Milwaukee, Niles, Illinois

• .. '8605 N.

·: ~· - --~ zz·zzi z z.

. ~.

: Hollywood Bed
Twin Platt & Box
: Full Matt & BOY
.. Sofa Bed
.. Folding Cot
: Pi!lows

*

49.95 ;
54.00
59.00 ..
94.95 ...
49.95 : •
1.90 . :

*•

: American :
: Sleep Shop :
*.. 4635 N. Kedzie ..*
:

.

267-2870

: ·

................ *
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sports
Winning Eagle~ face ·
Lewis tonight
tandem of Mondane and
by Al Albert
Over the last couple of Beckam began to ·get hot
weeks Northeastern's basket- again . · Their fine outside
ball team has · been posting shooting in the final five
some impressive victories and mintues of play held the lead
appears to be reaching the top for UNI. IIT did not give up ,
however, and despite the fact
9f its form. However, throughout t he entire season the team t hat · they could not get the
has had one major problem lead , they did manage to stay
and that has been winning on close and even cut the Eagles'
the road. As of this moment lead to two points with just
the Eagles have a 12-9 mark. · three seconds left. It was then
Yet, only one of the nine that Beckam finally iced the
defeats has come at home, that victory by hitting two free
being the 77-72 heartbreaker to throws to make the final score
St. Xavier on Jan_uary 7. All of 89-85. On the night UNI was
the other eight losses have led by ~ondane, who had 30
points, lihd Beckam, who had
occurred on the ·road.
On Friday, January 21 the 24. Paul Vinson led IIT with
28.
Eagles travelled to IIT to play
The Eagles' now approach
their _first conference road
the most crucial part · of this
game of the season, and as
season 's scliedule. Tonight ,
expected the game was very
they face Lewis in the annual
close with UNI eventually
UNI Homecoming Game at
coming out ahead, 89-85. The
7:30. Then on Tuesday, Feb·
Golden Eagles appeared to be
ruary 1 they travel to St.
~n complete control during the
Xavier for a 7:30 game, which
first half as they exploded to
55-45 halftime edge. Highlight- will determine their chances 6f
finishing atop the conference's
ing play in t he first half was
final standings . T he t eam
some excellent s hoot ing b y
needs your support!
Sam Clark, Lamont Mondane,
and B ob by Beckam , fin e
rebounding by Ron Bates and
Ty ron e Ru tues , an d goo d
defensive work by Gary Briars
and Carl Nowack .
The second ' half was a
different story, however, as t he
Scarlet Hawks came batt ling
back, preparing to make a
game,of it. T hey were aided in
their effort by some cold UNI
shooting early in t he half, and
by Lynn Hitchcock
as soon as the Hawks '
On Tuesday, January 18
pattern ed offense began to
Northeastern ' s swim team
click for some good shots the
broke their long dr.9ught by
game was suddenly close · defeat ing North Park 58-56.
again. Eventually the one-time
Coach Tony Schimpf was
comfortable UNI lead was cut
expecially pleased because h~
to a mere three points (78-75)
considers this a rebuilding
with just five minutes remainyear. He knows he doesn't
ing.
have enough depth to be
It was at this point in the
competitive this · season, so he
game that the Eagles' gu_ard

.

,

Icemen ·d rop 8th straight
by John Stepal
The Ice Eagles lo·s t their
eighth straight game lasl
Sunday as they dropped a 9-6
decision to Lewis. Earlier in
the week- came losses to
Harper, 5-4, and DuPage, 9·1.
After being the owners of a 7-3
record earlier this year, the
Eagles now find themselves
four games under .500 at 7-11,
and are desperately in need of

Al.s o like Doug , he has defensemen. To complicate
experienced more· than the matters, they fell behind early
usual share of problems which as Lewis took a 4-1 lead into
confront a coach each year.
t he second period. Mike RoFor an example, let's take a mito, the Eagles ' netminder
look at the defense. Pat Paine who has played so well this
and Tony Lazaro are no longer season, was erratic, as he made
in school. Joe Jelen and al some brilliant saves but also
Blitstein both incurred should- allowed some goals which he
er separations this year . .Al has ordinarily wouldn 't have.
still not returned, and has
Even after being outshot 21
missed the last nine games. A to 9 in the first period, the
fl win .
tribute to the quality of his Eagles - refused to give up.
It's been a strange year for
play is the fact that the Eagles They narrowed the Flyers' lea'd
our skaters. Like Doug De
have won only once since his somewhat, making the second
Vincent of · t he basketball
departure. Joe, meanwhile, is period score 6-4, as Soboj , Jim
team , Coach Mark Breen is in
playing, but not nearly with Martino, and Setze lit the
his first year as head coach. _
t h e same effectiveness as lamp for UN( Howeyer, two
before his injury. Bob Jermal early goals in the final stanza
recently missed a couple of did the Eagles in for good, and
games, the result of receiving a
unfortunately Setze 's 100th
stick in his face. Only Bob career goal was to no avail.
Wiedman has remained healthy
The Eagles ' next home game
throughout the year, and has
is tomorrow at the Skatium,
done a fine job in everybody's
located at Church and Bronx
st ead. Coach Breen has even
roads in Skokie. The game,
been forced ·· to , use Dennis
takes each win as a bonus. The
which starts at 6, is a revenge
Soboj , a fine center, on the
Aquamen are now 1-4.
match for the Eagles, as their
back line.
·
A1though the team is short
opponent is Harper, who beat
The offense has not been
them in the last thirty seconds
of swimmers this should not
without its problems, either.
just a week ago. But Northtake away from the fine
eastern faces their biggest
individual performances that ..: Mark has had to juggle his
lines because of the lack of
game of the year when they
were turned in last Tuesday.
depth. The absence of Bob
Jeff Jarr, who probably has
host Northern Illinois a week
Hessberger has caused a
from this Sunday. UNI still
the most potential on the
shakeup in the second line, the
has a good shot to win
team, scored firsts in the 100
one thing you want _to avoid,
and 500 yd. freestyles. Dave
conference, but they need this
especially during the middle of
game in order to have any kind
Thompson did well in the 200
the season. Even the first line
yd. events, as he won both the
of chance at all.
of Dave Starzynski, 'Emil
individual medley as well ·as
I wouldn't say the crowds at
Twardowsk~, and Mike Setze
the backstroke at that disrecent hockey games have
has been broken up at times.
been disappointing, but if any
tance. Other first-place finishA good example of the
'less people show up, the
ers included Tony Kiefer's
Eagles ' problems was exhibitplayers will outnumber the
victory in the 50 yd. freestyle,
ed last Sunday, as they · had
fans. And in Northeastern's
Keith Manson's upset in the
only two lines · and three
200 yd. butterfly; and John
case, that's pretty sad.
Stanonis ' triumph · in the
diving competition.
I'm still trying to figure
As mentioned before, Coach
out who Rick Talley is!
Schimpf is more concerned
Congratulations to
with his swimmers bettering
Mike Setze on his 100th career
their times than with the
goal!
team 's won-loss record. one_of
Now that Intermural
his goals this year -is to qualify
Basketball i~. starting, will_ we ·
for national competition in as
be seeing some action
many events as possible. Of
Hank 's on Tuesday and Thurs·
his swimmers, he feels Jarr has
day afternoons?
the best chance, primarily in
the distance events, the 500
and lOOQ yd. freestyles.
There are only two home
-All Men's Varsity Tennis
Players report to the gym at meets left on t_he schedule, one
3:00 on Monday, January 31, of them occurring today at 4,
for an organizational meeting. with Chicago State providing
Indoor play starts Tuesday, the opposition. A little fan
One of the few times Goalie Mike Romito was unable to watch
support never hurt anybody!
February 21.
the action from this position. [Photo by Ann F . Holda]

Swimmers defeatNorth Park

jock
\l shorts
by John Stepal
The Homecoming-Game
is t onight against Lewis at
7:30. For t hose of you who are
debating whether to come ,
John Nuebling of the baseball
team has consented to do a ·
NEW Juggling _act at halftime.
If you 've never seen John
perform , t onight may be your
last chance.
The Women 's Gy m·
nasties team hosts DePaul and
Waubonsee this Wednesday at

4.
Congratula tions to t he
women 's basketball team on
w_i nnin g their fir st three
games!

at

